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Assuming that a large population already has some form of immunity and
citing dangerous and fatal side e�ects such as blood clotting, the doctors
urged public health o�cials not to repeat the mistakes made during the
swine �u vaccination which resulted in numerous cases of narcolepsy as a
side-e�ect.

A group of 28 medical experts has in an opinion piece urged public health o�cials to only
vaccinate at-risk groups against COVID-19, but not the young and healthy.

In their open letter in the newspaper Göteborgs-Posten, the 28 doctors and researchers,
including psychiatrist and debater Sven Román and Nils Littorin of Lund University, who also
heads the local party the Malmö List, maintained that a large part of the world's population
has now had COVID-19 and that even more have one form of immunity or another.

“Therefore, we should only vaccinate those who are aged 65 years of age and
over or are at risk. Otherwise, we risk repeating the fatal mistakes of the
swine �u vaccination,” the experts wrote.

In March 2009, the world saw an outbreak of a new �u virus, possibly stemming from pigs,
notably infecting even young people. Alarm bells rang globally, as the virus in many ways
resembled the 1917 Spanish �u outbreak. A vaccine was shortly developed against the swine
�u and 60-90 million doses were administered globally. In Europe, and particularly in the
Nordic countries, numerous cases of narcolepsy appeared after these vaccinations. The
confounding factor is that the swine �u virus itself causes narcolepsy, which makes it hard to
discern the cause. Still, the patients who developed narcolepsy were compensated by the
state.

The signatories cite the risk of developing fatal blood clotting and haemorrhaging, which has
been a noted as a side e�ect of several vaccines, including AstraZeneca, and urge not to
repeat the “narcolepsy mistake” and not to inoculate the young and healthy, as well as those
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who have already had COVID-19 and have developed some form of immunity.

The proposal runs counter to the general vaccination strategy implemented by the Swedish
Public Health Agency, the state epidemiologist Anders Tegnell and the government's vaccine
coordinator Richard Bergström. According to the o�cial take, Sweden will leave the pandemic
phase and enter the endemic phase when over 60 percent of the population have been
vaccinated. So far, Sweden has managed to fully inoculate about 9.5 percent of the target
groups.

Doctor Sven Román is particularly sceptical of the authorities' apparent links to the
pharmaceutical industry, such as the aforementioned Richard Bergström, who was previously
CEO of the Pharmaceutical Industry Association.

“I lack con�dence in this man. I have never trusted him, he comes directly from the
pharmaceutical industry. The Swedes must realise that these people have vested interests,
and are not impartial,” Román tweeted about Bergström lauding Swedish regions for allowing
younger population groups being inoculated with the controversial AstraZeneca vaccine.

Denne man saknar jag också förtroende för.Har aldrig litat på honom,kommer direkt från
läkemedelsindustrin.Svenskarna måste inse att dessa personer har särintressen,dvs är

jäviga.Lämna Sörgårdsidyllen,den försvann redan 1986 med Palmemordet.(via @omni_red)
https://t.co/9WbfckhedE

— Sven Román (@Sven_Roman) May 5, 2021

“Experts who are rather useful idiots for the pharmaceutical industry. I know what I'm talking
about, because I was myself until about ten years ago,” Sven Román tweeted, citing an article
about experts' assumptions on mass vaccination.

Experter som snarare är nyttiga idioter åt läkemedelsindustrin. Jag vet vad jag talar om, för
jag var det själv fram till för cirka tio år sedan.” (via @omni_red) https://t.co/Z48ryixcSY

— Sven Román (@Sven_Roman) May 4, 2021

 Sweden has consistently shunned major lockdowns throughout the pandemic and introduced
only a fraction of the restrictions seen elsewhere in Europe, and is edging towards a million
COVID-19 cases, with over 14,000 deaths.
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Given the substandardly tested and resultant poorly performing vaccines being o�ered
in these colonies... What if they had decent vaccines to o�er their citizens instead? We all
know the answer.

Gargarin
08:55 GMT 06.05.2021 | 2
Would this mean they consider the aged dispensable?

Nonyank
09:00 GMT 06.05.2021
Same doctors that pushed Herd Immunity until that went sideways.

Norwegian
09:04 GMT 06.05.2021 | 3
This is on the level of Dr. Mengele.

helavov83
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◄ WORK AT HOME ► My last month paycheck was for 11000 dollars… All i did was
simple online work from comfort at home for 3-4 hours/day that I got from this agency I
discovered over the internet and they paid me for it 95 bucks every hour…. for more info
visit any tab this site Thanks a lot. Copy Here............ w¬w¬w．Usa.work45．c¬o¬m

Nevi'im
10:23 GMT 06.05.2021
Interesting many people round the world feel the same potential danger in Politian's,
pharmaceutical industry and vested interests that cannot be impartial. Look at the
current situation in Indian where the owner of their pharmaceutical industry who also
make AstraZeneca �ed with family to the UK. Who can you trust?

EU dude in reply to Gargarin ( Show comment )
11:04 GMT 06.05.2021
Gargarin, Society that tends to "forget" to pick up their deceased family members from
morgue to bury them certainly is capable of considering such possibility.

Nacoro2mes2
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Vaccinating is done with VACCINES, but the deadly jabs the Satanic World Elite wants to
impose on humanity are not VACCINES, but Genetically modifying jabs designed to kill
the majority of human beings, and enslave the survivors who would then be turned into
genetically modi�ed controllable ZOMBIES, that's the real Globalist plan for humanity.
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Either we agree or not, we are going to a nightmare situation within the next coming
months. The report of Salk institute recently declared that the Spike protein which
supposed not go into the cells ARE WELL GOING INSIDE THE CELLS, since they are
injected by trillions.... The report is on Y.T ( for instance) ..."The Novel Coronavirus Spike
Protein Plays Additional Key Role in Illness - Salk Institute" The fundamental Covid
element destroying the vascular system is the Spike protein ! But, is it the one they are
injecting to human bodies ?????
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Actually Europe is totalizing almost 10 000 victims from vaccination ( 05/01)
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@Sputnik, call out to: Former P�zer VP Dr. Mike Yeadon: 'Beyond reasonable doubt
vaccination of entire population is predictably leading to substantial loss of life',
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News �ash! A group of 28 medical experts were �red for ... (�ll in the blank)
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i am making a good salary from home 1200 to 2500 Dollars per week.which is amazing,
under a year back I was jobless in a horrible economy. I thank God every day I was
blessed with these instructions and now it’s my duty to pay it forward and share it with
Everyone,Chack more information on this website. …..> w  w  w  .  S  a  l  a  r  y  a  p  p  1  .  c  o  m
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HERESY!

JABOOTIE
18:52 GMT 06.05.2021 | 1
What an experiment, hard to believe the volume of volunteers?

Gone
16:06 GMT 07.05.2021 | -5
Swedish doctors are idiots.

Godless
03:09 GMT 08.05.2021
Early on in the pandemic, any quali�ed person who spoke out against rushing headlong
into widespread vaccinations, using barely tested vaccines based on new technology, was
quickly quieted by grouping them with the tinfoil hat, anti-vaxxer, nano-tracker, crowd. By
sti�ing honest debate, the media and pharmaceutical companies guaranteed the void
would be �lled by conspiracy nutters.
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Nonyank, You are not being being entirely honest, as you know full well that Sweden
does not have signi�cant excess morality or signi�cant Covid 19 deaths per head of
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population, by international comparison, as the data is easy to look up. "Coronavirus
(COVID-19) deaths worldwide per one million population as of May 7, 2021, by country"
(Statista). Gives Sweden is not even on the �rst 2 pages, having currently the 28th highest
cumulative Covid 19 death per million of population, by country. The FTs "Coronavirus
tracker: the latest �gures as countries �ght the Covid-19 resurgence | Free to read"; Give
Sweden as having the 30th highest % increase in overall mortality relative to historical
averages over the entire epidemic, with the hardest lockdown countries having the
highest % increase in mortality over this period. Peru (troops on the street enforcing
lockdowns), has the highest excess mortality at +123%, in comparison to Sweden at an
unspectacular + 12%, the Czech republic at + 27% Belgium at + 25% the same as the
Netherlands and Switzerland at + 12% less than Italy at + 18% and Spain at +17%, the UK
at +17%, Belgium at +15% Russia at +27% and Bulgaria at +25%, and so on, you get the
picture. Please look up the data, publish a retraction and apologise.
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Nonyank, You are not being being entirely honest, as you know full well that Sweden
does not have signi�cant excess morality or signi�cant Covid 19 deaths per head of
population, by international comparison, as the data is easy to look up. "Coronavirus
(COVID-19) deaths worldwide per one million population as of May 7, 2021, by country"
(Statista). Gives Sweden is not even on the �rst 2 pages, having currently the 28th highest
cumulative Covid 19 death per million of population, by country. The FTs "Coronavirus
tracker: the latest �gures as countries �ght the Covid-19 resurgence | Free to read"; Give
Sweden as having the 30th highest % increase in overall mortality relative to historical
averages over the entire epidemic, with the hardest lockdown countries having the
highest % increase in mortality over this period. Peru (troops on the street enforcing
lockdowns), has the highest excess mortality at +123%, in comparison to Sweden at an
unspectacular + 12%, the Czech republic at + 27% Belgium at + 25% the same as the
Netherlands and Switzerland at + 12% less than Italy at + 18% and Spain at +17%, the UK
at +17%, Belgium at +15% Russia at +27% and Bulgaria at +25%, and so on, you get the
picture. Please look up the data, publish a retraction and apologise.
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